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About This Game

Starquake Academy is a science adventure game set in the year 2137. You take the role of Alex, a seemingly average teenager
from the Midwest as she is recruited into Starquake Academy, an elite training program run by the solar system’s most powerful
company. You start your training of vital knowledge needed to survive in outer space. Through your exploration of these science

concept, you explore the mysteries of Starquake Corp., the resistance movement against Starquake, and your own past.

This science adventure game aims to teach science, technology, math, and engineering topics using immersive 3D
animation and mini-games. Learn by exploring in this self-paced and immersive learning environment. Suitable for

ages 9+.

Details:

By the end of the 21st century, Earth was crippled with overpopulation and resource depletion. With nowhere left to expand on
Earth, people looked to space to find new ways of providing for the endlessly growing population. Companies scrambled to find
the next big thing in space exploration and solar system mining. Among them, two rose to the top: Star Odyssey Contractors, a

space construction titan, and Meteor Quake Technologies, a leading asteroid mining company.
Foreseeing greater opportunities as a single entity, the companies merged together and became Starquake Corporation. Since

then, Starquake has grown into the uncontested leader of solar system corporations, developing revolutionary methods of
extracting raw space materials and delivering them to Earth. Due to its success, it was able to fund the largest Mars colonization

effort in human history.

The government, wary of Starquake’s rapidly growing power, began to scrutinize the company and limit its progress. In a final
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push to create a comprehensive workspace, free from the restrictions of Earth, Starquake invested in robotic mining and space-
based manufacturing. It built everything it could possibly need on its space station: research labs, refining equipment, even crew

quarters. Starquake Station, humanity’s first extraplanetary self-sustaining outpost, became the company’s main point of
operations and the hub of anything and everything related to space.

Starquake Academy
From the beginning, due to the cutting-edge nature of its work, Starquake had to operate in rigid secrecy. Working for the

station was and still is an honorable lifelong commitment, one that is held by many of the leading scientists and engineers. And
yet, Starquake felt like it was missing something: youthful creativity.

In the Starquake manner of doing things, it proposed a radical solution: Starquake Academy, a program that allows young
students on Earth to move to the Mars Orbit, learn directly from Starquake operations, and tackle real station problems.

For the past few years, Starquake has searched every corner of the world to find the students with the most potential, regardless
of background, and invite them to the station. Its goal is to help the next generation of innovators lead the space industry to new

heights.

You have been recruited into Starquake Academy and you are currently on your way to the Mars station. The journey to Mars is
6 months, and for part of that time you are in hibernation. But the station leaders would like to start your training as you

approach Mars. You are training in a virtual holographic environment, the Neo Educational eXperience Immersion Simulator
(NEXIS), that helps focus your training linking lessons to puzzles and games to reinforce learning.

While in the NEXIS environment, you will learn about how lasers operate from an atomic scale through how to build a laser, as
this is an important component of the propulsion system onboard the space shuttle.

Each lesson focuses on a specific element of the operation of a laser, building from fundamental concepts around atoms.

Lesson 1: The lesson explains atoms, electrons and their ability to be excited.

Lesson 2: Light and wavelengths of light. This lesson teaches you about photons and light, and allows you to experiment with
wavelengths.

Lesson 3: Excitation of an atom. This lesson explores how atoms receive energy and how that ties into the emission of light

Lesson 4: Energy transfer. You will learn about how atoms like Neon and Helium interact to share energy with each other and
why that is important for a laser to work

Lesson 5: Making light. You will explore how atoms interact to make light.

Lesson 6: Laser light. With all the science behind how light is generated, you can now learn how a laser is assembled and how
that generates a specific form of laser light.

You apply your skills through mini-games, puzzles and hands on experiments within the lessons. After your successful
completion of the lesson, you find the shuttle is in trouble and your skills must be applied to ensure you live!

Designed for ages 9 and up.
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Title: Starquake Academy
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Lux Science
Publisher:
Lux Science
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Standard with DirectX 10

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard

English
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As a young person who isquite far in on the autistic spectrum, I can happily say Dinosaur Hunt First Blood has completely cured
it!

The gameplay is mind blowing, the sounds make your ears have an 0rg3sm. This game is so beautiful I cried when I got the
2000th achievement.

Can I have my own achievement please developer?. Candy, is dandy, but liquor, is quicker.. The concept sounds interesting at
first, but the music makes my ears bleed.. Unfortunately this game stopped working for me with a bug. I have 40+ hours on it
and never encountered an issue like this.

I was looking to try a new experience in this game with a friend who got it on sale. After we got set up we went to download to
map editor from the game and that's where things went wrong. After we successfully installed the editor and went to launch Far
Cry 4, we were met with the pre-loading screen and then it would close. Many fixes didn't work like running as administrator,
uninstalling u-play launcher, verifying game files and more. This is on the game's behalf and it seems like other people are
getting similar issues too. If the game gets a patch that fixes this I would be glad to recommend this game.. A terrible game,
absolutely no depth to it at all. should be 11p not \u00a311.. a little slow and boring for me.
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Insanly fun game, with friends or online. developers working on updates, this is early access done incredibly well.
pros: different maps, gamemodes, character customizations, controls are nice, works well on slow computers, amazing and
satisfying art and music.

cons: not very many, very early access and limited content, but developers are working hard to get more content into the game..
The game's alright. You build a small village and get attacked wave after wave and try to survive while upgrading tech,
buildings, and workers. I think the price is fine for what it is.. Playing the game leaves some sort of frustration, especially since
the updates often downgrade the game. Changes in gameplay cause the game to not be fun anymore. I'm fine with the pay to
play system where people who want to spend money can progress quicker. I don't want to spend money on a game that's not
finished. However the new system limits the player to do anything. In the past you could grind yourself into different classes.
This way you could train your character for the class it will become. With the new system you would need more than 500k
credits just to buy a rank 0 recon... It's impossible for the casual player to purchase such character.

Furthermore the game is full of spray and pray type of gameplay, not to forget the constant grenade spamming. Also the amount
of hackers is high. 40% of the games you play you will encounter ppl using aimbots, wall hacks and what not. It's a shame, this
makes the game quite annoying.

As for the gameplay, it's nice. It works rather well with resources etc. Once you start to get the hang of it, it's a nice game to
play. It's a shame that the devs ruin it with their updates, and won't listen to the people playing this game. Probably explains the
reviews.

As for new players: It's free, so try it out. Don't expect to much from it and don't get used to the current system of things, it can
change anytime.. Note: I played this on Android, and so a lot of what I say here is specific to playing on a mobile device. I
would definitely recommend playing on mobile as opposed to PC, as it was clearly built with that form factor in mind.

As the name suggests, Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP is a bit of a musical experiment wrapped up in a video game.
Records (or Big Black CDs as I used to call them) show up with some frequency in the game as little reminders to pay attention
to the awesome sounds being gently pushed into your ear canals. I enjoyed the music so much that I went and bought the
soundtrack.

Most of the visuals are very simple, very 16-bit. But every once in a while there is something that is nice and smooth. These
objects usually don't belong with the rest of their surroundings, and the difference in visual style helps to emphasize that sense
of alienation.

Despite the fact that the visual style is very pixelated, there were quite a few moments that just took my breath away. The best
part about them is that I didn't see them coming, so the awe factor was even greater.

Most of the game is spent with the device in landscape, and you walk around by either holding down on the spot you want your
character to walk to, or you double-tap there.

However, when you rotate the device into portrait, she will unsheathe her sword and prepare for battle. Obviously whenever
there is an enemy nearby this is what you want to do.

The combat always follows the pattern of "tap the shield when your enemy is going to attack" until "your enemy is vulnerable,
tap the sword." Each enemy has different patterns to them (usually the music gives you a hint at what that pattern is) so you have
to stay on your toes. The boss battles are really intense, especially if you make a couple of mistakes at the beginning and can't
afford to get hit when it gets really crazy. I'm pretty sure that I got more than a few weird looks while I was sitting in the TV
lounge yelling at my tablet that it wouldn't defeat me.

In between the battles there are quite a few puzzles. The hints are often very cryptic, but they are always enough to get you
going in the right direction and once you have started the rest just kind of follows.

The tone of the game is hard to describe, as it has several parts that almost conflict. The game is very meta, and makes
references to the fact that you are outside of the game world affecting the events inside the game world. It also has a great sense
of humor, and is often very frank with its jokes. At the same time it is very serious, and you are always aware that the events
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that are taking place cannot lead to a happy ending.

The game, while being very story-driven, is also very easy to digest in small chunks. This is very important in a mobile game.
The chapters are not too long, and they make sure to remind you what is going on at the beginning of each one.. VR Rome is a
very interesting experience. I had a good time walking around and seeing the designs, city layout and structure size. A lot of
work has gone into the models and the notes about different buildings iare interesting. This is a good simulator for people who
like design and history. There are many details and it really shows that this is a passion project; I hope it grows into a very real
back in time Rome experience. Thank you!. ok , so i played through a whole season in Dirt cars , games good , not great. really
the only thing that's changed from Nascar Heat 2 to NH3 is a few added trackes , Dirt cars , and a Revamped Rivals system .

If you really need to buy this , wait for a sale , but i guess all in all it's not a bad game , it's improved a lil bit since that Abortion
they made last year.

Is it worth a buy ---- Yes , but on sale
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